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1. Problem: Video Captioning 5. Experiments and Results 4. Spatio-Temporal & Temporo-Spatial (STaTS) Attention
Given a video sequence, generate a caption (sentence) describing the video content.

§ A novel Spatio-Temporal and Temporo-Spatial (STaTS) Attention scheme that attends 
to caption-word-specific specific cues in the input video. 

o ST influences generation of verbs/action words 
o TS helps generate nouns in the generated caption.  

§ A novel Ranked-Attention scheme that uses an LSTM to emulate a rank-SVM 
algorithm, capturing temporal order.

§ An End-to-End deep learning framework. Experiments on two standard benchmarks 
demonstrating state-of-the-art results.

2. Contributions 4a. Spatio-Temporal (ST) Attention

“a man is using a pipe to 
hammer the knife ”

3. Prior Work
• Previous methods use spatio-temporal attention conditioned on the language state (LSTM)

• They use the same attention mechanism for disparate types of video cues, such as 
static and dynamic features, objects, interactions, etc.
[Zanfir et al., ACCV 17, Zhang & Peng, CVPR 19]

4b. Temporo-Spatial (TS) Attention

MSVD Dataset: State-of-the-Art Comparisons MSR-VTT Dataset: State-of-the-Art Comparisons

5a. Ablative Studies

Comparing attention schemes and feature types.
Comparisons on ranked attention (MSR-VTT)

5b. Analysis & Qualitative Results

A collage of video frames and captions generated by our 
ST, TS, STaTS models (above)

“a”             “man”               “is”              “cooking”          “food”

Word distribution analysis for generated 
captions in MSR-VTT testing set

Qualitative results using our STaTS model.
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Key Ideas:
• Use pre-trained 3D convolutional feature 

maps from every frame in the video
• Use two streams: 

a) ST stream, which attends to temporally 
varying cues (actions/verbs) 

b) TS stream, which chooses an individual 
frame, then selects regions in that frame 
to attend to (nouns/subject/object)

• Both streams are conditioned on the state of 
the language model (LSTM). 

Key steps:
1. Use temporal average pooling to find spatial attention mask 

!e! that applies to every frame in the video.
• Highlights time-varying regions

2. Replicate spatial attention mask !e! as e"!, e#!, … e$! . to obtain a 
single feature vector &x% for each frame t. 

3. Ranked temporal attention LSTM outputs a representation &𝑥&'
that respects temporal order (dynamics).

• &𝑥&' summarizes the temporal evolution of input features

Final output vector of LSTM is &𝑥&'
Train LSTM so that Inner product   

increases with t.

Key steps:
1. Spatially pool to generate 

temporal features �̅�(
2. Conditioned on the language 

LSTM, using temporal attention, 
identify a single frame 𝜏 that will 
be used to generate the next 
caption word.

3. Apply spatial attention to this 
frame’s features 𝑥)

Basic attention structure

Top: Video frames, Below: Spatial Attention visualized on the 
frame selected by TS attention and the respective word generated.


